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Overview  
 
Perth International Arts Festival has co-commissioned the exciting new work 
Situation Rooms by Rimini Protokoll which will have its exclusive Australian premiere 
as part of our 2014 festival program, subsequent to its world premiere at 
Ruhrtriennale 2013. As leaders in documentary theatre and innovation in 
performance experience, we are thrilled to bring this world renowned German 
company to Western Australia for the first time with a new work. 
 
Situation Rooms sits at the heart of the festival’s digital program which we are 
officially launching in 2014. The program strand aims to provide unique audience 
experiences and the opportunity to engage with ideas and technology in new ways 
through interactive platforms and performances. Situation Rooms is a quintessential 
festival work – it is current and responsive to our contemporary world; it invites 
audiences to experience something new by stretching their idea of what it means to 
be the ‘audience’ or a ‘spectator’; and it embraces and explores new and innovative 
performance modes. Situation Rooms will premiere on the opening weekend of the 
2014 Festival and run from 8 – 23 February at the ABC Studios in East Perth. 
 
About Situation Rooms 
 
May 2011, a photo flashes onto screens around the world. It shows 13 people in a 
room. The expressions on their faces speak volumes: triumph, fascination, scorn, 
horror, scepticism, preoccupation. The photo from the White House “Situation Room” 
documents the end of a manhunt that was pursued with all possible weapons. 
 
Situation Rooms explores the stories of 20 people from around the globe whose lives 
have been shaped in some way by weapons. The audience (20 participants) each 
receive a digital interface, and make their way through the house experiencing the 
intersections of these stories. 
 
One spectator sits at the desk of a manager for defence systems. At the same time, 
another follows the film of a Pakistani lawyer representing victims of American drone 
attacks in a cramped room with surveillance monitors. On her way there, she sees a 
third spectator who follows his film into the shooting range of a Berlin gun club, 
listening to Germany's parcours shooting champion. Around the corner stands 
another spectator in the role of a doctor carrying out amputations in Sierra Leone, 
while in the room next door a press photographer sorts pictures of German army 
missions in Afghanistan, only to stand in the shooting range himself a little later to do 
exactly what he was able to observe in passing just a while ago, thereby becoming a 
subject for observation himself. 
 
The audience gradually become entangled in the film set’s spatial and material 
labyrinth; each individual becoming part of the re-enactment of a complicated and 
elaborate multi-perspective “shooting”. 
 
Situation Rooms trailer: http://www.rimini-protokoll.de/website/en/project_6009.html 
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About Rimini Protokoll 
 
Helgard Haug, Stefan Kaegi, and Daniel Wetzel have been working as a team since 
2000. They work in the area of theatre, a team of author-directors. Their work in the 
realm of theatre, sound and radio plays, film, and installation emerge in constellations 
of two or three and solo as well. Since 2002, all their works have been written 
collectively under the label Rimini Protokoll. The focus of their work is the continuous 
development of the tools of the theatre to allow for unusual perspectives on our 
reality. 
 
For example, Haug/Kaegi/Wetzel have declared a Daimler Shareholder Meeting to 
be a piece of theatre or staged 100 % Stadt (100 % City) with 100 statistically 
representative residents of cities such as Berlin, Zurich, London, Melbourne, 
Copenhagen, or San Diego. In Berlin and Dresden, they developed accessible Stasi 
installations/sound plays in which the observation protocols could be listened to on 
android telephones. At the moment, they are touring with Nigerian-European 
business people (Lagos Business Angels), the paraplegic MC Hallwachs 
(Qualitätskontrolle (Haug/Wetzel), or setting cities to music for hordes of spectators 
with 50 headphones (Remote X (Kaegi)) 
 
Website 
 
www.rimini-protokoll.de/  
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